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Treason is a lie too.
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The Internet Court of Lies could try Trump’s fiat lies for the motivation of Treason.

And…

Fiat Lies are Genocide on the Human Race

The Internet Court of Lies

medium.com

Recall, the Internet Court of Lies just tries lies, not people.

And its purpose is to bring a jury to take a look at the evidence for the elements of a lie:

Untruth

Not the Whole Truth

Not: Nothing but the Truth

The Deceit

Intention behind the Lie

The Motivation for the Lie

The Social Acceptability of the Lie

The Social Label Suggested for the Lie

Anybody who does not believe Trump lies all the time can consult another article like

this one.

Trump Pump

Schi�’s Trash Pump of Trumpublicans

medium.com

The question is whether some of his lies can reasonably be labelled “Treasonous Lie”.

The answer is, interestingly, yes.

https://medium.com/@rhtcmu/https-medium-com-rhtcmu-fiat-lies-are-genocide-on-the-human-race-a4d76b093530
https://medium.com/@rhtcmu/trump-pump-62f7dbf3e340
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The Trumpublicans have complained you have to be at declared war to commit Treason.

So, to be reasonable, let us accept that. We are, in fact, still at war with a number of

other countries.

For example, there is North Korea. Has Trump aided and abetted North Korea while

negatively impacting our own ability to win this war.

You can see where I am going, and Trump has done this in plain sight, as usual for him:

Trump’s Trick

How He Gets Away With It

medium.com

We would need to run this through the real Internet Court of Lies at www.liecourt.com,

but the real court is still a few weeks away from being operational on the Internet. It is

instructive to see how the real court might judge this case to show how a case is tried

online for lies in the media.

We can use Trump’s Tweets as evidence of such lies. These are written. Thank you very

much Mr. Trump. If we find a lie in a tweet from @realDonaldTrump we all know is truly

from Donald Trump. Absolutely public, in plain sight, anybody on the Internet can read,

and dated evidence is the finest of evidence that any lie can possibly have, aside from the

liar admitting his lie of course.

But if a liar admits his lie in the same place that he lies, that lie would not make a suit in

the Internet Court of Lies. Fortunately, Trump does not admit his lies and anyone can see

them and this fact about them, to this day.

Anybody who doubts that has to have been blind drunk for the last four years. Or,

perhaps, a Trumpublican who is in league with Trump.

So, on the Internet, the way to prove a lie is often just to show it. Here is one that proves

Trump’s Treason. There are many of course, but here is one.
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Taken From Twitter 12–6–2019

Just in case you can’t see this Twit, I have also provided a screen image of it.

Screen Image Taken 12–6–2019

Here is the lie that I, as Plaintiff, claim, including its factual context proving it:

(FACT After some very important meetings,)(FACT including my meeting with President Xi

of China,)(FACT I will be leaving Japan for South Korea (with President Moon)). (FACT

While there, if Chairman Kim of North Korea sees this, I would meet him at the

Border/DMZ)(LIE just to shake his hand and say Hello(?)!)

This embedded content is from a site that does not
comply with the Do Not Track (DNT) setting now

enabled on your browser.

Please note, if you click through and view it anyway,
you may be tracked by the website hosting the

embed.
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The lie is that he does not just want to “shake his hand and say Hello.” He wants to aid

and abet an enemy of the United States. The United States is at Declared War with North

Korea, and they with us. This lie is plainly an open act of Treason.

Note that millions of people follow Trump, 162,500 people like this lie and 36,500 have

retweeted it to no telling how many other people. Trump knows full well that at least

162,500 people have bought his lie.

I imagine the Jury in the Internet Court of Lies would provide this record for use by the

Media in perhaps warning people about the lie.

Untruth: Yes 100%

Not Whole Truth: Yes, 100%. There is no way what we have gotten here is the whole

truth. No other justification provably from Trump can be found for his meeting

whether he actually had it or not, which is immaterial to the lie.

Not: Nothing But the Truth (other lies in defense of the subject lie): Yes, “after some

very important meetings” leading into the lie, does not support the truth of that

purpose of the meeting with Chairman Kim is “just to shake his hand and say hello” ,

100%

Deceit: Seed popular uncertainty about the danger of North Korea while we are at

declared war: Treason

Intention: Yes, 100%, repeated in the face of public warnings by established experts

and anybody can view North Korea on Google Earth and confirm a nation at war

with us (major new highways, buildings, with no cars, no normal activity by the

people).

Motivation: To aid and abet North Korea: To aid and abet the country lied about.

Why else would he do it? Aid and abet Enemy Country :100%

Social Acceptability: None, 100%.

Social Label to be Applied: Treasonous Lie

There.
)

North Korea Trump Internet Court Of Lies Lies Impeachment

https://medium.com/tag/north-korea
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